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The ILX Wows with Performance, Connectivity, AcuraWatch 
and More
Bold, alluring and extensively redesigned for 2019, ILX is a high-style, highly engaging advanced 
performance car that’s the enticing gateway to Precision Crafted Performance.

Turn Heads with Sleek Design  
and Provocative Paint Options 
Acura’s design language is aggressive and sculpted,  
led by the signature Diamond Pentagon Grille and  
Jewel Eye® LED lighting and striking paint colors that 
help accentuate ILX styling. Exclusive to the ILX A-Spec®: 
stunning Apex Blue Pearl. This head turner tells the world 
you’ve arrived – with style and speed.

Punchy Performance with a 
Refined Ride
Crack the throttle, and revel in the snappy response of 
the ILX’s high-revving, 2.4-liter direct-injected DOHC 
i-VTEC® 4-cylinder engine. Standard paddle shifters let 
you zing through the Sequential SportShift Dual Clutch 
Transmission’s eight gears like a racer, or apply a soft 
touch for a refined motoring experience with seamlessly 
smooth shifts.

Your Tunes, Your Way – Available Apple 
CarPlay and Android Auto Integration
Access your messaging, maps, music and more with 
Apple CarPlay® and Android Auto™ integration using 
Acura’s next-generation On Demand Multi-Use 
Display™ touchscreen, available with the ILX  
Premium Package.
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AcuraWatch Advanced Safety and  
Driver Assistance Is Standard
The AcuraWatch™ suite of class-leading safety and  
driver assistance technologies is an ILX standard feature. 
A front-facing camera, sensors and radar provide 
enhanced situational awareness and reduced driver 
workload – and in some cases, can prevent collisions  
or reduce their severity. 

Take Curves Like a Pro with  
New Sport Seats 
The ILX is a driver’s car, with sport seats inspired  
by the NSX supercar, generously bolstered to hold you 
in place during spirited cornering, with ergonomically 
shaped lumbar support for more comfort and reduced 
fatigue. Choose the A-Spec® Package, and a vibrant red 
perforated Milano Premium Leather and Ultrasuede®-
trimmed interior becomes a sporty option.

Class-Leading Quality: That’s Acura 
Precision Crafted
The ILX has garnered a quality award in the Small 
Premium Car segment in the J.D. Power 2019 and 2020 
U.S. Initial Quality Study (IQS). 


